
 

Secret Servante by Sean Goodman

Secret Servante is a utility device which allows you to secretly dispose of, or
steal out, small objects such as folded cards, coins, finger rings and billets.

Secret Servante can be fitted to your jacket within seconds, and requires no
tailoring or safety pins. It is lightweight and designed specifically for close up
situations.Secret Servante is suitable for right and left handed magicians -
indeed, you can fit it on BOTH SIDES of your jacket to give you double the
potential. Secret Servante can also be attached to your belt.

Secret Servante is quick and simple to use. Just drop your arm down by your
side, and your hand will automatically fall to the perfect natural position to use 
Secret Servante.

Applications

Once you have Secret Servante you will appreciate the vast potential, a bit like
the thumb tip. You will be able to produce, vanish, switch and ditch items - in
short Secret Servante will open up many routines to you that perhaps in the past
you may not have been comfortable in performing, or perhaps not been able to
practically perform. It will make your magic CLEANER and more magical.

Here are a few effects where Secret Servante could be used with;

Folded Cards 

Mystery box revelation 
Torn and restored card 
Card in shoe 
Card in cell phone 
Card to orange (torn corner match)

Coins

Secret Servante can hold up to 3 dollar coins (plus a shell), up to 4 half dollar
sized coins (plus a shell) and of course other denominations too. 

Multiple coin production and vanishes
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For switching in, switching out and cleaning up applications;

Spellbound 
Wildcoin 
Coin in bottle 
Bitten coin 
Cigarette through coin 
Karate coin 
Jumbo coin production

Rings

Ring to impossible location 
Ring flight 
Linking finger rings 
Ash and Ember

Bank notes/Bills

Bare hand bill switch 
Bill to impossible location 
Serial number revelation

Mentalism

Cold reading 
Centre tear 
Add a number revelation

"This is my new best kept secret. Don't 'hold out' on buying it" 
- DYNAMO 
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